
Congratulations on completing your investigation!  
If you’re preparing to regift your game for someone 

else to enjoy, here’s a handy-dandy guide to repacking 
your copy of Best Served Cold in 5 easy steps.

RESET GUIDE



STEP 1: REPRINT THE TIMELINE

Your investigation timeline sheet is likely awash with annotations - time to replace it! You will 
find the replacement copy on the last page of this document. 

STEP 2: REBOX THE EVIDENCE CARDS

Pack all your evidence cards back into the box with the back of the cards facing up, 
remembering to shuffle the deck to ensure that all the correct evidence isn’t located at the top. 

NOTE: Keep the Victim and Culprit cards separate, they belong in File 1 and the Case Closed 
envelopes accordingly.

STEP 3: REPACK THE FILES

With only a few exceptions, the 3 manilla files and the red ‘Case Closed’ envelope house all of 
the game’s documents and ephemera. To know what belongs where, turn to the itemized contents 
list inside each file - you’ll find them on the right-hand side. These lists detail all the documents 
you should place inside each file before repacking the box.

NOTE: The order of the documents inside each file isn’t critical, since the next player has the 
freedom to explore the content of a given file at their leisure.

To avoid spoilers the red Case Closed envelope doesn’t list its contents, but when repacking  
it should contain the following:

Case Closed Police Report
Completed Timeline
Confessional Interview Transcript

STEP 4: RESET THE CADAVER

Due to the nature of the materials, and the process of performing the autopsy for the first 
time, the cadaver’s head and chest cavity’s perforations will inevitably be separated during your 
investigation. Don’t panic! It can still be rendered sufficiently replayable for another detective.
The cadaver’s most important feature is the internal contents of its head and chest cavities. To 
ensure the game will play correctly a second time, use the list below to ensure all the anatomical 
components have been placed back inside the corresponding cavity. Once ‘reassembled’, you can 
close the perforated flaps and seal the openings with a small strip of transparent sticky tape.

NOTE: It’s not critical that the organs be replaced in their original order or orientation inside 
the cadaver. So long as all the anatomical components are placed inside the right cavities, the 
autopsy will function correctly for future playthroughs.



Head CavityHead Cavity 
5x Skull fragments

Chest CavityChest Cavity
Heart
Liver
Large Intestines
Small Intestines
Bladder
Lungs
Stomach
Kidneys
Pancreas

With everything back in place and the openings lightly tapped closed, the cadaver can be folded 
and and placed back inside the Coroner’s Office body bag.

STEP 5: LEFTOVERS, & PACKING THE BOX

After you’ve refilled Files 1 - 3 and the Case Closed envelope, you’ll have 3 items left over. 
These should be:

Final Report Questionnaire
Introductory Internal memo (1/5)
Toe Tag

The Final Report Questionnaire should be clipped or placed on top of the red Case Closed 
envelope. The Internal memo (1/5) should be clipped or placed on top of the Instruction Booklet. 
Lastly the Toe Tag should be hung from the big toe inside the Instruction Booklet.

Now that all the documents have been returned, let’s repack the box!

Final Report Form clipped to Case Closed Envelope (Bottom of box) 
File 3 
File 2 
Evidence Card Deck  
Body Bag & Cadaver
File 1
Internal memo (1/5) clipped to Instruction booklet (Top of box)

Now you’re all set to assign this case to the next detective.  
 
Remember to visit mysteriouspakage.com for future Body of Evidence cases, and much more in the 
meantime. Thanks for playing!




